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HX-60 HD

HX-60


Aluminum Profiles

FRAME PROFILES



Note: Additional freight charges may apply due to dimensional weight surcharges from carriers.

FRAME PROFILES 

        

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

Tube Profile

FRAME PROFILES

Channel Nuts
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Profile End Caps


Sealed Profile End Caps 

Cable and Hose Connection

*Above End Caps are black. To specify yellow End Caps, add "Y" After 

FRAME PROFILES 

FRAME PROFILES



     

      

      

      

      

      

     

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

      

    

     

     

     

      

      

      



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

Cross Joint Connector

Cross Joint Connector

Angle Joint Connector







FRAME CONNECTORS
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Corner Joint Plate 

Profile Extension Arm

End Plate 

FRAME CONNECTORS 

FRAME CONNECTORS

      

       

       

       

       

       

       

       



        

        

        

        

        

        



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

Straight Connector Plate 

Connector Plate 





45 Degree Connector Plate




FRAME CONNECTORS
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T Connector Plate

0-90 Degree Connector Plate 







Straight Connector Plate 

FRAME CONNECTORS 

FRAME CONNECTORS

       





          

          

        





           

           

           

           

           

       





          

          



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

Cross Connector

Cross Connector

 

 





FRAME CONNECTORS
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Cross Connector

Butt Connector





Step Drill 

Profile Jigs 

FRAME CONNECTORS 

FRAME CONNECTORS

   

        

        

        

  

       

   

     

     

       

         

         



*SAS Automation will match any competitor’s price for stock components with proper verification.

Tube Parallel Clamp

Tube Cross Clamp 



Tube Angle Swivel Clamp 

FRAME CONNECTORS
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Tube Cross Swivel Clamp

Tube Parallel Swivel Clamp





FRAME CONNECTORS 

FRAME CONNECTORS

      

       

       

       

       

       

      

       

       

       

       

       




